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"The old chipping birds are very intelligent. The turn of the head and the quick glance from the 
eye show that their familiar bravery is due to no thoughtless confidence, but is based on keen 
observation and bird wit.” 
 


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Number of Attacks 0.561 
Number of Flights 0.805 
Time Spent w/in 2 m 0.604 
Time Spent w/in 4 m . 
Time Spent w/in 8 m 0.51 
Number of Songs . 
Closest Approach -0.848 








































































































































































































































































































































































































Factor Perspective Expectation Predicted Outcome
male 
aggregation all males clumping of high quality males
heterogenity among neighborhoods with some 




low quality males will seek high 
quality neighbors to help defend 
territory, high quality males 
tolerant of low quality neighbors to 
avoid contending with stronger 
usurpers
within neighborhood, males will be observed in high and 






high quality males will seek low 
quality neighbors to increase 
chance of favorable evaluation by 
females
within neighborhood, males will be observed in high and 




high quality males will seek low 
quality neighbors with similar song 
types to encourage easy and 
favorable comparison




low quality males will seek 
neighbors will disimilar song types 
to make unfavorable comparisions 
more difficult to assess












































































































































































































































Variable	 F	 DF	 P	
Trill	Rate	 1.424	 14,	64	 0.168	
Frequency	Bandwidth	 1.809	 14,	64	 0.057	














Aspen	Grove	 6	 5	 0.98	
Brookside	Easthampton	 10	 6	 0.48	
Brookside	Sunderland	 6	 3	 0.94	
Pine	Hill	 8	 5	 0.55	
South	Cemetery	 8	 6	 0.73	
Spring	Grove	 5	 5	 0.47	
St.	Stanislaus	 5	 5	 0.09	
West	Shutesbury	 6	 5	 0.23	
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Figure	10.	Songs	found	at	St.	Stanislaus	song	neighborhood,	where	each	of	five	
singing	males	sang	a	different	and	uncommon	song	type	(multinomial	exact	test,	P	=	
0.09).	
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APPENDIX	
ILLUSTRATION	OF	SELECTED	QUOTATION	II	
	
	
	
	
"The	old	chipping	birds	are	very	intelligent.	The	turn	of	the	head	and	the	quick	
glance	from	the	eye	show	that	their	familiar	bravery	is	due	to	no	thoughtless	
confidence,	but	is	based	on	keen	observation	and	bird	wit.”	
	
Quotation	by	Florence	Merriam	Bailey		
“Birds	Through	an	Opera	Glass,”	1889	
Illustration	by	Hannah	Sarat
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